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The chemical qualityof intragravel water instre am _


the environment of salmon eggs, embryos, and ale v in_


isinfluenced by the rate of interchange of stream water


and intragravel water. Factorscontrolling the direction


and magnitude of flow or interchange of this water


were identified in this study. Equations describing


motion of waterflow within the streambed under


specified boundary conditions are developed, and tests


of the mathematical model with an electrolytic bath


analog model are described.


Embryos and alevins of Pacific salmon (genus


Oncorhynchus) live in gravel beds of streamsfor as


long as9monthsbefore the fry emerge. The young


salmon may be subjected to a poor chemical en-

vironment because of the low waterflow in the


spawning bed. In laboratory experiments, oxygen


privation and reduced waterflow, alone or to-

gether, impaired growth "and development of


salmonid embryos and caused mortality (Silver,


Warren, and Doudoroff, 1963; Shumway, Warren,


and Doudoroff, 1964). In natural streams, mor-

tality of salmon spawn was high when the supply


of dissolved oxygen in intJ'agravel water (water


occupying interstices within the streambed) be-

came low (Phillips and Campbell, 1962; McNeil,


1966). Dissolved waste metabolites are known to


be harmful to fishes: high levels of free carbon


dioxide reduce the blood's affinity for oxygen, and


un-ionized ammonium hydroxide is highly toxic


to alevins (McNeil, Wells, and Brickell, 1964).


The concentration of waste metabolites in the


watersurrounding organismsgenerating the wastes


variesinverselywith the rate of flow of intragravel


water. It is, therefore, necessary that the velocity


of intragravel flow be adequate to assure low con-

centrations of waste metabolite.
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The direction of waterfiow within a streambed and


the interchange of water between the bed and the


stream depend primarily on the permeability, depth,


and longitudinal profile of the porous streambed.


Water upwells where permeability or depth of gravel


decreases in the direction of streamflow and where the


longitudinal bed profile is concave. Water dowllwells


where permeability or depth of gravel increases in the


direction of streamflow or where the longitudinal bed


profile is convex.


Because the primary source of oxygen and the


water flowing through the gravel in manysalmon


spawning bedsis stream water, the processes that


regulate interchange between intragravel water


and stream water are important in the ecology of


salmon spawning beds. The purpose of my study"


is to identify some of the variables that control


thisinterchange. In an earlier paper (Vaux, 1962),


I related the direction of interchange to streambed


shape from a mathematical model and presented


field data which demonstrated that the relation


was c o ~ e c t . 


This paper treats the theory of flow of intra-

gravel water in detail and gives the results of my


laboratory experiments in which intragravel flow


and interchange were simulated with an analog


model. The means by which interehange can be


controlled to improve water qualitywithin salmon


spawning beds are discussed.


I started my study of the movement of water


within streambeds in 1958 while employed at the


Fisheries Research Institute of the College of


Fisheries, University of Washington. The experi-

mental work and"some of the mathematical form-

ulation were completed in 1960-61 as part of a


thesis, which was submitted to the Department
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This relation is termed Darcy's law, but. rather


than a law, it is actually an equation which de-

fines k, the "specific permeability," or just "per-

meability." In equation (1), p. is the liquid vis-

cosity, and gc is the constant of Newton's second


law, introduced to make the equation dimension-

ally correct (go equals 1 g.-cnl./dyne-sec.

2 

in


centimeter-gram-second units).


The value of f1P can be calculated by the


relation f1P= pfl... f1h, where p is liquid density,


gc


f1h is head loss over the distance L, and g is


acceleration due to gravity. Figure 1 illustrates


the variables v, k, f1h., and L. The head loss, f1h,


is shown in figure 1 by the elevations to which


water rises in the piezometer tubes at opposite


ends of the column of porous material.


We may extend Darcy'slaw to account for flow


due to gravit,y, in addition to pressure, and write


expressions for velocity in each of the three


direc.t.ionsof a cartesian coordinate system. Ratios


for f1P/L can be replaced with the corresponding


derivatives:


flow within a porous medium, v, is related to the


pressure gradient., t1P/L by


v = - k ~ c f1{ 

THEORY OF INTRAGRAVEL


WATERFLOW 

Charles Slichter (1899) first applied the mathe-

matics of partial differential equations to the mo-

tion of groundwater (waterflow in saturated soil).


His formulation of the eqlfations describing


groundwater flow provided a foundation for sub-

sequent analysesof similar problemsof intragravel


waterflow.


In developing the theory of intragravel water-

flow, I treat the case where the rate equation ~ o r  

flow in porous media is linear, Le., conditions 

under which Darcy's law applies. Ergun (1952) 

showed that for a given particle size and bed 

porosity, the ratio of pressure gradient to water 

velocity in a porous bed is given by (f1P/L)/ 

'v ex: (Cl + c

2

N

Bc

) where Cl and C2 are known con- 

stants, and NB c is the Reynolds number based on 

particle diameter. The constants Cl and C2 respec- 

tively account for pressure loss from the effects 

of viscous and kinetic energy. The expression 

(f1P/L)I'V ex: Cll called Darcy's law, is considered 

applicable for Reynolds numbers less than unity 

(R\imer, 1965). Although flow may be laminar in


situations where the Reynolds numbers are higher


than unity, the effects of convective accelera-

tion in such situations invalidate Darcy's law


(Silberman, 1965). 

Analysis of data on gravel size, permeability, 

and hydraulic gradient from the Carmen-Smith


spawning channel,! and Jones Creek, Alaska, 

spawning channels, McNary, Priest Rapids, and


Robertson Creek ,2 and my data from Sashin


Creek, Alaska, indicates that intragravel flow is


of the linear laminar type and, therefore, described


byDarcy'slaw. I assume that these casesdescribe


the usual conditions in salmon spawning beds


and that Darcy's law is generally applicable in


the description of intragravel flow. 

For situations in which the Reynolds numbers 

are less than unity, the velocity of laminar seepage


of Chemical Engineering, University of Minne-

sota (Vaux, 1961). 

All symbols are defined the first time they ap- 

pear and are listed with definitions and units in


the "Notation" section near the end of this paper. 

I Hagey. Dale W., and Robert T. Gunsolus, Progress report on the oper-

ation and evaluation oC the Carmen-Smith spawning channel, 1961Hl4.


Oregon Fish Commission, Feb. 1965, 12pp.


2Data supplied by the Colwnbia Fisheries Program Office, Bureau of


Commerc1al Fisheries, Portland, Oreg. 

FIGURE I .-Rectilinear waterflow through a sample of


P

orous material showing a head loss Ii. h=Ii.P'l. :.
over a


gp


distance L.
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The substitution of Darcy's law, equation (4),


into equation (5) gives


The coordinate system has be.en oriente.d so that


the y direction is vertical and parallel to the


direction of gravity. In equations (2) we assume


that permeability is the same in every direction.


Equations (2) imply the single vector equation


(Sa)


flow within a streambed are 'shown in figure 2.


The porous streambed, A, is considered to be a


stable bed eonsisting of partidesand having a uni-

form permeability, k. The ambient stream, B, is


eontinuous and uniform. The porous streambed


is bounded below by an impermeable stratum, C.


Any flow, D, within the porous bed is termed in-

tragravel flow and is eharad.erized by a veloeity


veetor, v. Any flow across the upper boundary of


the bed is termed interchange. An upward inter-

ehange from the bed to the stream is upwelling,


F; a downward interehange is downwelling, E.


The above eonditions of uniform permeability


and an impermeable stratum, for whieh equation


(7) applies. eharaeterize most manmade spawning


ehannels. The permeability of natural streambeds


usually deereases with depth, and flow is deseribed


by equation (6). Where permeability varies with


depth, one may measure permeability at several


depths and assign an appropriate permeability


function, k (y). .


Equation (6) or equation (7) for uniform per-

meability charaeterizes all laminar flow through


porous materials; the boundary conditions dis-

tinguish particular seepage situations. Our con-

sideration of intragravel flow is limited to a


two-dimensional system for whieh four boundary


conditions must be specified about a bed of finite


dimensions. An infinit,ely long bed requires spec.i-

fication of two boundary eonditiolls. Beeause there


is no flow across the lower boundary of the porous


bed, the component of waterflow normal to the


boundary at the boundary is 0 and


~ \ boundary, Y2(X)=0


(5)


(4) 

(3)


V·v=o 

v =-k gcV [p+  pgyJ 

II- gt


Note that 1/>, the potential for intragravel flow,


represents the total energy of intragravel water


and is the sum of pressure energy and elevation


energy. Kinetic energy is assumed to be negligible.


The continuity equation or equation of conser-

vation of mass for an incompressible fluid is


or


where V is the gradient operator de.fined by


. () +. () +k () d · · 
 d k . 

V=I ()x J ()y ()z an I, J, an are umt vectors


respect,ively in the three mutually perpendicular


directions of the distance variables x, y. and z.


For later application of Darcy's law it is con-

venient to define the expressionl/> =Yt


P 

+ y and re-

gp


write equation (3) as


(6)


(7)


0·....-.


'" : " . " · D ~ · " :  . 'y (xl · · · 
--==-- - ~ - ~ - __-.-J


I) I
 " 6 


CONVEX STREAM LINEAR
- t - CONCAVE

PROFILE
 ---r- PROFILE PROFILE


J::


F IGURE 2.-Description of terms and properties relating


to waterflow within a streambed. A, porous bed; B,


ambient stream; C, impermeable st,ratum; D, intragravel


flow; E, ~ o w n w e l 1 i n g ;  F, upwelling; Yh bed surface pro-

file; Y2, impermeable stratum profile.


V21/> =()21/>+()21/>+()21/>=0 

()x

2 

()y2 ()Z2


Meaningful solutions of equation (6) or (7) can-

not be found until the boundary eonditions (i.e.,


the values of I/> or derivatives of I/> along the 

boundaries of the porous bed) are specified.


I have thus far discussed any laminar flow 

described by Darey's law. Components of water- 

If the permeability, k, is homogeneous or uniform


(i.e., independent of position) equation (6) reduces 

to Laplaee's equation,
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FIGURE 3 . - ( i) Boundary value problem representing the 

physical model for flow through a streambed of porous 

material. The tlhape of the region is the actual shape of 

the porous bed in which the upper and lower boundary


curves are the topographical profiles of the bed surface


and impermeable layer. <.ii) Part (i) mapped into a


rectangle.


Beeause of eontinuity of pressure aeross the 

stream-gravel interfaee, the potential at the upper


bed boundary, tJ>[x, Yl(X)] = tJ>(x) , must be equal to


the potential at the bottom of the eontiguous


flowing stream. The problem of determining the


potential along the upper boundary, tJ>(x) , then 

becomes one of hydraulics.


The bottom pressure, P(X,YI), of a flowing


stream is related to properties of the stream by


aThis fonn of the Manning equation implies that the stream hydraulic


radiusisequal to d(z), that bed roughnessisconstaut in the directiouoftlow,


and that the stream energy gradient Isparallel to the streambed surface.


in which d(x) is the stream depth, Po is atmos-

pheric pressure, and Fe is centrifugal pressure due


to stream curvature. From a stream-eontinuity


equation, d(x)U(x)=co nstant, and the Manning


flow formula,s U(x)d(X)-213 ' y ' 1 ( x ) - 1 / 2 ~ c o n s t a n t , 


where Y' is the hydraulic ~ a d i e n t  and U is the


average stream velocity, I find that the stream


depth varies ''lith the 0.3 power of hydraulic


gradient. Considering small changes in stream


gradient so that changes in Pe(x) and d(x) are


small, it follows that changes in the right-hand


side of equation (9) are small compared with


changes in y'(x) and that U e P / u p ~ c o n s t a n t , from


which we may approximate the potential of the


upper bed boundary


tJ>(x)=Yl(X)+UeP(X,Yl) ""Yl(X)+constant (8d)


UP


The applicability of equation (8d) is limited to


reaches of nearly constant stream depth (see


footnote 3). Because- the average velocity of


streamflow is several orders of magnitude greater


than the velocity of intragravel flow, the influence


of interchange on stream discharge is negligible.


Equation (6) or equation (7) for uniform


permeability and the equations for the four


boundary conditions (Sa-8d) complete the bound-

ary value problem. Figure 3(i) depicts the model


that is considered for particularsolutions. Solution


of the boundary value problem is facilitated by


assuming the bed to be of constant depth, b (so


that Yl=Y2+b (fig. 2) and by mapping the


irregularly bounded region into a rectangle, as in


figure 3(ii). The error introduced is negligible


because, overshort distances (e.g., less than 10m.),


natural streambeds commonly have almost con-

stant depth and are nearly horizontal. Boundary


potentials are unchanged by formation of a


rectangle.


Analytical solutions of the boundary value


problemdescribing intragravel flow usuallyinvolve


the use of infinite series, Le., are of open form.


Two simple dosed-form solutions arise in the


methods used here to solve the problem.


1. A potential $(x)=q,(O)- $(0)x/a+1 J sin (7rxla)


in which p is an arbitrary constant holds in a


curved streambed surfaee profile for O<x<a . 


According to equat,ion (Sd) the profile has a


(Sb)


(8e) 

1

1

=9 (, I


~,=~·(o) bD

9= \\101 1'=0/> (a)


a 0 a


Cloj>  

-aY-=O


Ii,)


tJ>(O,y) =  tJ>(O,b) 

tJ> (a,y)=tJ> (a,b) 

Ii )  

where n isthe directionnormal to the impermeable 

surface. 

The velocity vector at any point within a 

streambed is influenced by streambed geometry 

and boundary conditions over the length of the 

stream. For investigation of intragravel flow in a 

finite reach of stream, between x=o and X=Q" we 

ignore upstream and downstream conditions. The_ 

boundary conditions $(O,y) and $(a,y) depend 

upon conditions over all the streambed. Since 

$(x, Yt(x)), hereafter denoted by $(x), is unknown 

outside of 0 $ x $a, it is neeessary to assign 

reasonable estimates of $ along the upstream and 

downstream boundaries of the isolated region. 

Aceordingly, in isolating a region of streambed of 

depth b between x=O and x=a, I speeify the


boundary eonditions $(O,Y) and $(a,y) to be eon- 

stant and respeetively equal to $(O,b) and $(a,b).


The physical model is shown in figure 3(i) 
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q,(x ,y)=p ~ ~ : ~ : ~ ~ : ~ sin (rx / a) + q , ( O ) _ ! ( ~ ) x 


(10)


If we define interchange as the vertical (y-

directed) component of intragravel flow at the


streambed surface (fig. 2) the exact magnitude of


interchange is given by


- =-" - /-1/


~  = = = ' ~  = = = - = - = " 
= = = = : ; ~ = = - = f " I ~ STRIP


/ 

NONCONDUCTING STRIP


FIGURE 4.-Electrical circuits and physical layout for


electrolytic-bath analog model used to investigate flow


of intragravel water in a streambed.


ELECTRODES


NONCONDUCTING STRIP


ANALOG MODEL INVESTIGATION OF


IN1RAGRAVEL FLOW


An electrolytic-bath analog model was used to


solve the boundary value problem (equations 7


and 8a-Sd) for several specified boundary condi-

tions and a streambed of uniform permeability.


This technique of solving the partial differential


equations of intragravel flow rests upon the anal-

ogy between Darcy's and Ohm's laws and the


respective steady-state conservation equations of


mass and electrical charge. An electrolytic equiva-

lent of a streambed section with intragravel flow


can be prepared by constructing a shallow tray


geometrically similar to the two-dimensional por-

ous bed. The depth of the conducting liquid at


any point in the tray is proportional to the per-

meabilityat the corresponding point in the porous


b e ~ .  The conducting tray walls, usually metal


strips, are set at voltages proportional to the


analogous hydrodynamic flow potentials or values


of q, (Zangar, 1953, p. 24).


EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURE


The electrolytic-bathmodel constructed for this


investigation was a 10- by 20-cm. plexiglass tray


filled to a depth of 2.5 cm. with a. 0.01 normal


solution of aqueous sodium chloride (fig. 4). The


end walls representing constant potential (con-

stant q,) surfaces were brass stlips; a nonconduct-

ing strip represented a water-impermeable surface.


Rheostat-controlled voltages applied separately to


each of 15 electrodes along the variable-:-potential


wall (y=b) provided ap. approximation to the


potential function, q,(x).


"In all operations of the analog model, 10 voits


of 60-cycle alternating current were impressed


(13)


(12)


(11)


k 

pg
r p  h rb . rX .


v, IllI= b = -  - - tan - sm - J 


1J. a a a


v -k pg sinh x . 

"  111,1= b- q 1J. cosh

2 

X J


As in the previous example, downwelling takes


place in a eonvex streambed profile (-oo< x< O)


and upwelling in a concave profile (O<x< (0).


k 

p Y ?kp ·


V III, I= b = - - - ; e>yJ III= b 

~ o r  the example at hand the interchange velocity


IS


This example shows that the direction of inter-

change depends on the shape of the streambed


surface. A convex streambed profile for which p


is positive induces a negative interchange velocity


or downwelling; a concave profile for which p is


negative causes upwelling.


2. Statement of the boundary value problem


for an infinitely long streambed requires only


equations (6), (8a) , and (8d). We may solve the


boundary value problem for the flow within


au infinitely long streambed by the mathe-

matics of complex variables (Weinberger, 1965,


pp. 201-268). The transformation s= (coshZ- l ) / 


sinh Z conformally maps an infinitely long


streambed of depth b=r/ 2 in the Z plane into a


half disk in the splane. The boundary potential


q, ( x )=-q tanh x for -oo< x< oo where q is a


positive dimensionless, adjustable parameter is


associated with the sigmoid-shaped streambed in


figure 2. The solution of the boundary value


problem is q,(x,y) =  -q  sinh xf(cosh x + cos y).


From equation (11) we find the interchange


velocity to be


negative slope and is convex if O < p ~ q , ( O ) / r ,  and


concave if O> p ? -q,(O)/ r (See figure 2). The


solution to the boundary value problem equation


(8a-d) for this surface potential and a bed of


uniform permeability is


INTRAGRAV'EL FLOW OF WATER IN A STREAMBED 
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between the brassstrips; appropriate intermediate


voltages were applied to the electrodes.


Solutions of the part.ial differential equation


for different boundary conditions were obtained


by tracing with a probe connected in series with


a voltmeter and one tray wall along constant


potential lines in the electrolyte. Results were


recorded with a pantograph.


DIRECTION OF FLOW


Figures 5 t.hrough 9 represent longitudinal cross


sections of a streambed: the top surface of the


figure represents the upper surface of the stream-

bed and the bottom, the impermeable stratum.


The right and left ends of each figure represent 

arbitrary vertical planes bounding the reach of


streambed considered. The lines of constant


FIGURE 7 .-F low net for concave broken-line-surface


potential, illustrating evaluation of L\& and L\q,.


b r - T - - r - - - , - - - - , - - , - - - - - , r - - . , - - . . . , . . . - - - . - . - , 


4


b


Bt

\ . . . . , 1  -

~

7 ! 

2r-- - -

! 

~ 


.


FIGURE S .-F low net for sigmoid surface potential.


o 

a


o


I O ~  I


l j l l X I ~ 


o a


a


FIGURE 6 .-F low net for convex parabolicsurface potential.


FIGURE 5 .-F low net for straight-line-surface potential


b l a = ~ . 


FIGURE 9.-F low net for straight-line surface potential


with impermeable intragravel barrier at X =  O.5a,


b l a = J ~ . 


o


. , , 7 ~ 


( l 0


o 
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potential, shown in the figures to be a p p r o ~ i   

mately vertical, were obtained from the analog 

model; the intragravel flow streamlines were 

later drawn normal to the constant potential 

lines to obtain a grid of "curvilinear squares" 

(Zangar, 1953, p. 17). Actually, the lines of 

constant potential shown are the analogs of the 

recorded lines of eonstant voltage, and the intra- 

gravel flow streamlines are the analogs of eleetrical 

current vectors. Figures 5, 6, 7., and 8 show the 

flow nets corresponding to certain of the boqndary 

potential functions, eJ>(x) , investigated. Figure 9 

shows the effect of ehanged permeability on flow. 

EFFECTS OF STREAMBED CHARACTER- 

ISTICS ON WATER INTERCHANGE


Accompanying each of the analog solutions 

shown in figures 5 through 9 is a small figure 

showing the function, eJ>(X), investigated. Since 

the flow potential along the open surface is 

approximately the elevation of the porous bed- 

surfaee plus a constant, i.e., eJ> (X)=Yl(x)+con- 

stant, each of the graphs is, in effeet, a longi- 

tudinal profile of the streambed associated with 

the function. Figure 5 shows the pattern of 

intragravel flow wit,hin a streambed whose surface 

is straight. The profile of figure 6 may be v i e w ~ d  

as a longitudinal convex stream section. Figure 7 ' 

illustrates the intragravel flow expected in the 

streambed beneath and beyond a rllpids. 

Figure 8 illustrates intragravel flow neal' a 

riffle between two low-gradient stream seetions. 

This pattern of intragravel flow typifies the 

meehanism by which respiring salmon eggs and 

alevins are supplied with dissolved oxygen. 

Freshly oxygenated water downwells into the 

streambed, passes through the streambed's in-

terior where oxygen is removed by salmon em- 

bryos 01' alevins, and upwellsback into t,he stream.


The effect of placing a sheet piling in the gravel 

bed is shown by comparing the flow net of figure 

5 with that of figure 9. Note that the streambed- 

sudaee potential, eJ>(x), in figure 9 is the same as 

that in figure 5 where, in the absence of a sheet 

piling, there is no interehange. The sheet piling


directs intragravel flow to the surface upstream 

and induces downwelling downstream of the 

piling..The extent of interehange induced depends 

on the depth to which the piling is driven and the 

nearness of its bottom edge to an impermeable 

stratum. 

INTRAGRAVEL FLOW OF WATER IN A STREAMBED 

Figures 5, 6, 7, and 8 show that the flow nets


are characterized by variable directions of inter-

change: upwelling, downwelling, or interchange


in both directions. Furthermore, the x-direeted


eomponent of intragravel flow is always positive.


From an analysis of nuiny similar analog solu-

tions and from observations in natural streams,


I have found that downwelling. occurs in longi-

tudinally convex stream sections, as illustrated


in figure 6. Similarly, upwelling takes place in


longitudinally eoncave stream sections.

4


Natural stream profiles usually contain alter-

nate convex and concave reaches whieh cause


alternate regions of. upwelling and downwelling


of stream water into and from the streambed.


The penetration depth of this interchange flow


depends on streambed geometry, e.g., the amount


of curvatm'e of the bed surface and depth of the


streambed. In artificial spawning channels of


uniform depth of streambed and uniform per-

meability, the bed surfaee is often groomed to an


almost flat surfaee, and almost no potential exists


for interchange. The movement of oxygen-rieh


water into the streambed must be by mechanisms


other than normal water interchange, such as


mechanical dispersion.


The flow nets of figures 5 through 9 show rela-

tive magnitude as well as direction of intragravel


flow. Velocity qf intragravel flow varies inversely


with dista;nce between lines of flow potential.


When the lines are closely spaced, as at point A


in figure 7, intragravel flow velocity is high.


Widely spaced lines, as at point B in figure 7,


show a low velocity of intragravel flow. Numerical


. values of velocity are calculated from equation


(4), through use of a value of


I V e J > I  ~ ~ ~ ' 


taken from the flow net as illustrated in figure 7


( ~ e J >  is read as " the change in eJ>"). The symbol 8


is the distance variable along a streamline. The


streamlines indicate the direction of intragravel


flow.


· A. C. Cooper (19651, in(\studyof intmgravel flowinsalmonredds, showed


results of Intmgravel backllow, 0.< 0, and upwel\lng beneath a convex


streambed surface. For this geometry the small radius of curvature of the


streambed surface does not allow the approximation of equation (Sd), and


the boundaryconditionat the streambed surface, ",(x). must be obtained by


a more rigorous approach. The geometry of Cooper'smodel studiessuggests


. counter pressure gradients at the streambed surface and reaches of strongly


variable streambed depth in the direction of flow. Such conditions would


account for an upstream flow of intragravel water.
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Combining equation (15) with Darcy'slaw for the


x-directed component of velocity


Equation (17) agrees with the analytical and


analog results for interchange direction. For con-

stant bed depth, el, and permeability, k,


For a longitudinally convex streambed surface,


d2yddx

2 

is negative, and equation (18) implies a


downwelling. Conversely, equation (18) indicates


upwelling with a concave streambed surface.


From equation (17) I have summarized in table


1 the dependence of interchange upon streambed


permeability and geometry, both of which may be


regulated to control the direction of interchange.


Assuming that the permeability of a' streambed


may be increased by removing fine materials


(Krumbein and Monk, 1942; McNeil and Ahnell,


1964) or that the effective gravel-bed depth (i.e.,


depth to which intragravel flow can occur) may


be increased byremoving fine particlesfrom 10\"er


strata, it should be possible to create the inter-

change patterns shown in figures 11, 12, and 13.


I t should also be possible to control direction and


amount of interchange in salmon spawning areas


by varying the streambed-surface profile (fig. 14).


(17)


(16)


(18)


V


z

=-k pgdtP, 

fJ. d:x


and equation (8d) yields


Errorsin the technique included resistance heat- 

ing of the electrolyte and polarization of the 

electrodes. The effect of polarization is shown


where the potential gradient near the equipotential 

wall at x=O is particularly steep. 

The solutions of figures 5 through 9 for b/ a=1 / 2


are not affine solutions; that is, they cannot be


"stretched out" to describe exactly the intragravel


flow in porousbedsof different depth-length ratios. 

The flow nets shown, however, bear resemblance


to and have the same general dependence on 

boundary-potential shape as rectangular beds of 

any depth-length ratio. 

We have seen that for uniform permeabilityand


constant be9. depth, direction and magnitude of 

interchange depend upon configuration of the


streambed surface. Direction and magnitude of


interchange vary as well with longitudinal varia-

tions in depth and permeability of the streambed.


Consider the streambed section of figure 10. For


this section the intragravel-flow streamlines will


have a form somewhat like that shown in section


C. Assume that all streamlines are parallel to the


lower bed boundary, asinB of figure 10, and that


water leaves or enters the streambed by a y-di-

rected velocity (interchange) concentrated at the


upper bed boundary, y=b (see Lubyako, 1956, for


discussion of this assumption)."By a mass balance


about the lamina of depth, b, width, w, and thick-

ness, ~ x ,  shown in A of figure 10,


pbwvrl" ,-pbwv",I..+.6",=vl/w.1xp. (14) 

In the limit as~ x approacheszero, the interchange, 

vl/ll/mb, is given by


VI/II/=b=-:x(bV" ,). (1 5) 

STREAMLINE COMPONENTS PARALLEL


TO THE BED BOUNDARIES 

B


LAMINA ORIENTED


NORMAL TO STREAMLINES


ACTUAL FORM OF


STREAMLINES


FIGURE 1O.-Idealized concept of intragravel flow in a


streambed.


FIGURE ll.- Interchange induced by variation of depth


of the streambed.
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IMPERMEABLE STRATUM 

LOW PERMEABILITY  HIGH PERMEABILITY  

FIGURE 12.-Interchange induced by creating adjacent 

regions of high and low permeability.


CONCLUSIONS


A constantly changing supply of well-oxygen-

ated water is required in salmon spawning beds


for .proper survival, growth, and development of


. salmon embryosand alevins. Interchange between


stream and intragravel water is essential for the


delivery of adequate dissolved oxygen to pre-

emergent fish. Knowledge of the factors that con-

trol interchange aids in understanding mortality


factors and in developing means of increasing


production of salmon fry from spawning beds.


TABLE I .-Summary of effects of p ermeability, dep th, and


surface profile of streambed on interchange


Streambed 

characteristics 

Causes 

upwelling 

Causes lliustrated


downwelling in flgure(s)


IMPERMEABLE STRATUM


FIGURE 13.-Interchange induced by sheet pilings. 

~ E X A G G E R A T E D I 


FIGURE 14.-Interchange established in streambeds by


shaping the gravel bed into (a) n rounded profile and 

(b) an angular profile. 

Bed depth, b(x) ··_. Decreasing in the Increasing in the 11.


directionof flow. directionof flow.


Permeability. k (x). _··_do. . . · do. . . __· 12.13.


Bed-surface pro1l.1e, Concave. . . . . . . . . . . Convex· · · · .. _. . . . . . 6,7 ,8.


1/. (x) (see fig. 2).


Waterflow within a spawning bed can be


described by Darcy's law and an equation of


conservation of mass for an incompressible


fluid. The potential causing intragravel flow,


cP=y+ gcP/pg,


is the solution of the equation resulting from


combination of Darcy's law and the mass con-

servation equation.


The potential along the stream-streambed


boundary is described approximately by


cP(x)=Y l (x)+constant,


where Yl (x) describes.the profile of the streambed


surface.


Interchange is controlled by the shape of the


longitudinal profile of the streambed and longi-

tudinal gradients of permeability and depth of


the gravel bed according to the approximation


A concave streambed surface induces upwelling,


and a conv6."\: surface induces downwelling. In-

creasing permeability of the streambed (measured


in the direction of waterflow) induces down-

welling, and decreasing permeability induces


upwelling. Increasing bed depth (measured in


INiTRAGRAVEL
FLOW OF WA"TER IN A STREAMBED


319-171
0 · 68 - 4
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NOTATiON-Continued


the direction of waterflow) causes downwelling,


and decreasing bed depth causes upwelling. Tlt:l


relation between direction of interchange and the


shape of the streambed surface proffie of the


spawning bed was tested with an electrolytic-bath


analog model and found to be correct.


The results of this work clearly demonstrate 

that the direction and magnitude of interchange


in salmon spawning beds can be c.ontrolled by


simple alteration of one or more of the three


characteristics: (1) the surface profile of the bed,


(2) the bed depth, and (3) the bed permeability.


Selective removal of fine particles from "patches"


of spawning gravel or the driving of impermeable


sheet pilings could, fOl' example, increase inter-

ehange and the amount of dissolved oxygen


delivered t.o eggs and alevins.


NOTATION


Symbol


z


r


Notation


Elevation of surface of im-

permeable stratum.


Complex variable= x+v '- l y.


Complex variable in· image


plane.


Liquid viscosity.


Water density.


Potential for intragravel flow.


Potential at bed surface


=</> [x, y, (x)].


.C l+.C l+kCl h

V = l - J -  - ,  t e


Clx Cly (lz


gradient operator.


C  Cl2 Cl2


V2=n+5;"3+';; '"2' the


vx vY  vZ


laplacian operator.


Units (Length, force,


mass,tlme)


L


L-I


Symbol 

Notation Units (Length, force,


mass, time)


a 

Length of reach of streambed. 

L


b 

Depth of streambed. 

L


CI, 

Constants of Ergun's equation. 

FtL-4


d 

Stream depth. 

L


g 

Acceleration due to gravity. 

L t - ~ 


gc 

Newton's law constant, defined 

MLF-l

t

-2


1


by force= - massXaccelera-

g .


tion.


tJ.h 

Head loss. 

L


Unit vector in x direction.


j Unit vector in y direction.


k 

Unit vector in z direction.


k. 

Permeability, a function of 

I ~ ~ 


(x, y, 2).


L Length of permeameter. 

L


n 

Distance variable in direction 

L


normal to a surface.


N

R

· 

Reynold's number based on


particle diameter.


p 

Parameter for adjusting bound- 

Dimensionless


ary potential in equation


(10).


P Pressure. 

FL-2


q 

A positive adjustable param- 

Dimensionless


eter, (equation (13».


s 

Distance variable along a 

L


streamline.


U(x) 

Average stream velocity. 

L t-

1


v 

Seepage velocity. 

L t - I 


10 

Width of streambed. 

L


x, y, z 

Distance variables along axes. 

L


YI 

Elevation of streambed surface. 

I,
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NOTES


Vectors are denoted by boldface letters, e.g., v is a


velocity vector


== is read as "is defined as"


~  is read as "approximately equal to"


tJ. is read as " the change in"


A vertical bar is read as "evaluated at," e.g.,lu=b


= "evaluated at y=b" 


ex: is read as "is proportional to"
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